
Planning a Lesson

Do the math from beginning to end

Review the exemplar student response to the target task

Look at objective, criteria for success, and standards
What do you want students to know and do by the end of the lesson?

What misconceptions or challenges do you anticipate students may have?

How do the Anchor Problems prepare students for success on the Target Task?

How do the Anchor Problems align with the criteria for success and the objective?

How does this lesson's objective fit in with prior and future lessons in the unit? 
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Lesson Launch

Which key skills and concepts do you want students to practice during this time? 

Which problems from the Problem Set Guidance will you include in the Problem Set? 

Do you have an appropriate mix of problems so that all students can find an entry point? 

How will you identify any large-group misconceptions? 

How will you give students feedback on their work? 

Grades 6-12 Mathematics

How do the guiding questions scaffold and/or extend on each Anchor Problem?

What does an exemplary response to each question look like?

What skills, concepts, or strategies do you want to review or highlight at the 

beginning of the lesson? 

Lesson Core

Lesson Closing

How will you synthesize the learning from the lesson? 

What does a student mastery response to the Target Task look like? 

How will you use the data from the Target Task to inform your upcoming lessons? 

Do the Anchor Problems lend better to whole group instruction, small group guided discovery, 

or a combination of the two?

Which guiding questions will you ask out loud? Which guiding questions will you 

use for student-to-student discussion? 

How will you check for understanding and provide feedback throughout the lesson or activity? 

Independent Practice

Decide on lesson structures4
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